
  

 

 23rd October 2015 

IRANIAN COME BACK 

The world is gradually getting used to the idea that Iranian sanctions will be lifted. Over the past few 
months further progress has been made in terms of legislation. Firstly, the US Congress failed to block the 
Iran nuclear deal reached in summer 2015. Secondly, the same deal has been approved by the Iranian 
parliament. The latest news is that on the 18th of October US authorities approved conditional sanctions 
waivers for Iran (known as Adoption Day). These waivers will only take effect after Iran complies with its 
commitments and this is verified by the IAEA (Implementation Day). How quickly will this happen? 
According to several senior US officials, the Implementation Day is at the very least two months away; 
while most industry experts are of opinion that this is unlikely to happen before the first quarter of next 
year. 
 

If and when Iranian sanctions are lifted, it will have important implications for global oil markets. As it is, 
the world is awash with crude, following OPEC’s policy to defend its market share. At the same time, US 
crude oil production is not falling fast enough to balance supply and demand, despite prices remaining 
low. Finally, concerns are intensifying about the health of world economy, leading to lower expectations 
for global oil demand growth next year. In these circumstances, if Iran is able to rapidly increase its 
production and exports, this will only add more crude to an already heavily oversupplied market.  
 

Undoubtedly, this year the overhang of crude oil has fuelled tanker markets not only in terms of 
supporting trade, but also leading to additional storage requirements and loading/discharge delays. As 
such, any increase in Iranian exports will at the very least elevate these   inefficiencies in tanker 
transportation, supporting tight supply/demand balance. 
 

However, there are also concerns about the Iranian fleet, which will become internationally operational 
and is likely to compete 
aggressively in the 
conventional tanker 
market when sanctions 
are lifted. As of now, 37 
VLCCs, 9 Suezmaxes and 5 
Aframaxes are under 
control of the National 
Iranian Tanker Company 
(NITC). However, about 
half of the fleet is already 
employed, largely 
shipping Iranian crude to 
a limited number of 
international buyers 
(although there is some 
scope here for efficiency 
gains, such as faster 
speeds and reduced 
waiting time). The rest of 

the NITC fleet is used for crude/condensate storage, with the latest count at 20 units under the NITC 
control and 5 by other owners. If the nuclear dispute is resolved, a number of VLCCs used for storage, will 
continue doing so for operational/marketing reasons as was the case prior to sanctions. As such, 
essentially only those tankers which will be released from storage duties will be in position to provide an 
incremental boost to tanker supply. It could take some time for these ships to meet international 
standards in terms of class and insurance. Furthermore, many units are likely to require dry docking. On 
this basis, the process of “re-entry” will be gradual. Finally, if Iran succeeds in rapidly increasing its 
production and in significant volumes, this would provide additional demand for the NITC fleet, limiting 
further the threat of competition to the international tanker supply. 
 



  

CRUDE
 

Middle East_________________________ 
The past two weeks have been the quietest of the 
year for VLCC fixing, and it was inevitable that the 
cumulative effect would be painful for Owners. This 
week has seen a further 20 worldscale point drop to 
the East to ws 60 - at best.. with rates to the West 
now threatening into the low ws 30s. We are more or 
less where we were a month ago, but funnily 
enough the same rate then was considered 'strong'. 
It’s all relative. 
Busier times ahead, but it’ll remain one-way traffic 
ratewise for a while yet. Suezmaxes did thin out 
noticeably, but enquiry was never concentrated 
enough to convert that into rate gain. Levels 
bumble along at 140,000 by ws 47.5 to the West and 
130,000 by around ws 85 to the East. Aframaxes 
flatlined at 80,000 by ws 87.5 on scant demand but 
Owners hope, at least, for improved attention next 
week. 
West Africa_________________________ 
Some too-ing and fro-ing for Suezmaxes, but it was a 
game of daily changing sentiment rather than 
anything fundamental that led to the minor rate 
variations. There were, however, 10 ws point 
premiums introduced for cargoes requiring Nigerian 
'letters of comfort', and that did help the market 
operate more towards the top of the range. 130,000 
by ws 77.5 USGulf, and ws 80 to Europe is fairly 
representative for now, and Owners will be hoping 
that a talked swathe of injection barrels ex-Nigeria 
come to fruition next week. VLCCs started slowly as 
Charterers awaited the AGulf game to be played 
out to their favour. Eventually a few started to bite 
and the market slid off to the low ws 60s to the Far 
East and a shade above $5 million for Angola to 
West Coast India. Rates could slip further, but will 
probably bottom out quicker than from the Middle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

East as Owners seek insurance premiums to cover 
any market rebound over the longer time-frame 
commitment. 
Mediterranean_____________________ 
More solid signs of life for Aframaxes as the weekend 
approached and uncertain itineraries created a 
tight looking tonnage list. Rates inflated to 80,000 by 
ws 107.5 cross-Med, and are expected to post 
higher into the next session. Suezmaxes presented a 
calmer scene - merely modest enquiry, and ongoing 
sufficient availability, meant that rates could only 
drift sideways at 140,000 by ws 80 to European 
destinations, and around $3.8 million theoretically 
unchanged for runs to China. 
Caribbean_________________________ 
Every day, another call for the Aframax market to 
move higher...and every day the same 70,000 by ws 
105/110 upcoast rate band. The prediction does 
now look a little more likely, however, on a finer 
balance, and an anticipated busier time to come. 
VLCCs remained at very strong levels through the 
week - $7.8 million to Singapore, and no less than 
$6.5 million to West Coast India, however ballasters 
threaten from even further afar now and local 
tonnage looks a little easier on forward dates too, so 
some degree of downtick is likely. 

North Sea___________________________ 
Aframaxes generally moved sideways - perhaps 
slightly down to 80,000 by ws 107.5 cross-UKCont and 
to 100,000 by ws 92.5 ex-Baltic - but, as in the Med, 
itineraries became increasingly uncertain and that 
leads to some upward potential for the week to 
come. VLCC fuel oil 'arb' call/asks were too far 
apart to start with, but eventually one or two deals 
were struck at $6.1 million from Rotterdam to 
Singapore as the general VLCC freight complex 
softened and differentials improved.   
 

 
 



   

CLEAN PRODUCTS 
 

East______________________________ 
LRs have had a steady week with optimism from 
particularly the LR2 Owners and some reasonable 
rises on the LR1s. But in real terms rates haven’t 
seen the change many had hoped for. 55,000mt 
naphtha AG/Japan is now ws 90 but 65,000 mt jet 
AG/UKCont remains at $1.55 million. 75,000 mt 
naphtha AG/Japan is ws 80 and 90,000mt jet 
AG/UKCont is marginally down at $2.25 million. 
Next week looks likely to see rates remain flat at 
these levels. 
The MRs close week 43 in a much better position 
than has been seen for several weeks.  Activity 
has been consistently high resulting in the majority 
of prompt tonnage being cleared out. Although 
rates have remained low, they have been steady.  
AG/EAfr had held fast at 35 x ws 110 and 
AG/Gizan has been dependable at $375k. 
AG/Japan saw slightly less activity and fluttered 
about 35 x ws 95.  However, the week closes with 
the tonnage list looking the healthiest its been for 
many weeks.  Owners will be hoping that next 
week’s activities can test these rates.  
Mediterranean____________________ 
Week 43 has proven to be a bitter pill for Owners 
to swallow as new market lows have constantly 
been achieved throughout the week. One of the 
main catalysts for the drop in rates was the clear 
overhang of tonnage building up on prompt 
dates which enabled Charterers to push for less 
than last. With cargoes being drip fed into the 
market and the tonnage list looking extremely top 
heavy the inevitable had occurred and by the 
mid-week stage rates had tumbled to 30 x ws 110. 
Towards the end of the week further reductions 
have been seen and at the time of writing 30 x ws 
105 is now on subjects. Looking ahead Owners will 
be hoping for volumes to pick up from the Black 
Sea which has been lifeless this week to relieve 
some pressure on a bruised Mediterranean 
market.Rates have also come under pressure for 
MRs lying their trade in the Mediterranean as 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

movements West have been limited.  
For Red sea discharge rates have come off and 
now sit at a flakey $790k basis central Med load. 
UK Continent_____________________  
As we gently glide to the end of week 43, an 
active week has been pleasing to the eye for 
both parties. Charterers have been able to 
consistently clip out fixtures at the ws 100 mark 
with dates now falling to the end of October. 
Owners will be pleased further decline was 
vetoed and with good activity removing excess 
tonnage and a strengthening TC14 market 
holding back any ballast tonnage, potential to 
push ahead above ws 100 increase daily. A 
healthy amount of UKC/WAF stems have also 
helped the weight loss of the tonnage list with 
vessels potentially being held up in the future. 
Looking ahead, tonnage which has missed the 
last of the October dates could remain a thorn in 
the side of the TC2 balloon, but the foundations 
have been built now for a more promising market 
for Owners ahead. As always, inquiry will remain 
the key factor… 
For the Handies a slow and methodical pace has 
been present this week with rates seemingly 
balanced at 30 x ws 125. As Friday arrives reports 
of a couple of ws 130s on subjects being 
achieved spark a light into an otherwise dark 
market, as we find limited options for Charterers 
for next week of lifting dates. Anticipate a little 
more light as tonnage lists on Monday expect 
fresh tonnage and natural dates of fixing to retest 
the strength in this market. 
And finally for the Flexi market which has done 
anything but flex this week. A stable fixing pattern 
emerged with both parties content at last done 
figures. With very few market cargoes appearing 
on our radar, most activity has passed on the 
COA front and lists being cleared and filled 
equally. Fresh market cargoes will depict the true 
strength here.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



   

DIRTY PRODUCTS 
 

Handy____________________________ 
Step by step the Continent has made a small 
increment on last done levels thanks to increased 
activity within the region. As the week comes to a 
close the position list looks tighter than it has been 
for several weeks and sentiment within the region is 
strong. Looking ahead to Monday morning, the 
natural fixing window will be into early November 
dates and Owners will keen to build on where they 
left off.  This market still needs to see a level of 
consistency before Charterers fully accept rates are 
on the rise but perhaps a steady influx of cargoes 
early next week would alter opinion.  
Black Sea requirement this week seemed to have 
sprung back to life where naturally this has also 
given the rest of the Mediterranean some 
momentum. As a result Market levels have 
replicated the curve of a ski jump, peaking towards 
the end of the week. With this surge Monday 
morning needs to see an honest test of where cross-
Med actually sits, as for now reported rates from 
Owners and Charterers ideas seem to be quite far 
apart. This markets fate will depend heavily on 
Monday's position list and traders November 
programs, with Owners being confident that activity 
levels will be busier than October. 
MR______________________________ 
Starting the week Owners in the Continent were 
playing the waiting game in hope of landing full 45kt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
stems, and as we headed further into the week it 
was apparent the full stems were there to be had. 
As a result we can clearly see MR tonnage in the 
Continent has been cleared down, which provides 
a solid platform for Owners to build upon given that 
the Handy market has picked up and Panamaxs 
remain tight. 
Down in the Med Owners will be relieved to see the 
Market has maintained its positive trend and an 
increase in activity bodes well for the Owner's 
outlook going forward. Charterer's will be looking at 
the tonnage list and seeing it's somewhat tighter, will 
now be replotting lead times for entering the 
market.  
Panamax_________________________ 
A sharp contrast from last week as far as activity 
levels are concerned, where Charterers will be 
relieved to see some of the recent heat being 
allowed to escape.  This said, there remains little 
natural tonnage here with Charterers still finding 
they have to entice ballast units over this way.  
Elsewhere, the Caribs markets has been where all 
the action was at. When opening this week with a 
healthy tonnage list Charterers managed to scrape 
a couple of points off last done, this in turn spurred 
on other stems to come out of the woodwork, with 
this trend continuing through the week.   
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wk on wk Oct Last Last FFA
change 22nd Week Month Q4

TD3 VLCC AG-Japan -18 62 80 62 70
TD20 Suezmax WAF-UKC -2 79 81 98 90
TD7 Aframax N.Sea-UKC +1 107 106 83 125

wk on wk Oct Last Last FFA
change 22nd Week Month Q4

TD3 VLCC AG-Japan -30,000 75,250 105,250 76,000 89,000
TD20 Suezmax WAF-UKC -1,000 45,750 46,750 60,000 53,250
TD7 Aframax N.Sea-UKC +1,750 38,750 37,000 18,250 52,500

wk on wk Oct Last Last FFA
change 22nd Week Month Q4

TC1 LR2 AG-Japan +0 80 80 83
TC2 MR - west UKC-USAC +2 96 94 102 121
TC5 LR1 AG-Japan +13 86 73 95 93
TC7 MR - east Singapore-EC Aus -8 160 168 191

wk on wk Oct Last Last FFA
change 22nd Week Month Q4

TC1 LR2 AG-Japan +0 23,250 23,250 24,250
TC2 MR - west UKC-USAC +500 12,500 12,000 14,000 18,250
TC5 LR1 AG-Japan +4,000 17,750 13,750 20,750 20,000
TC7 MR - east Singapore-EC Aus -1,500 21,000 22,500 26,7500

LQM Bunker Price (Rotterdam HSFO 380) -7 221 228 219
LQM Bunker Price (Fujairah 380 HSFO) +5 240 235 240
LQM Bunker Price (Singapore 380 HSFO) -4 236 240 241
LQM Bunker Price (Rotterdam 0.1% LSFO) -15 408 423 433

(a) based on round voyage economics at 'market' speed 

Dirty Tanker Spot Market Developments - Spot Worldscale

Dirty Tanker Spot Market Developments - $/day tce (a)

Clean Tanker Spot Market Developments - Spot Worldscale

Clean Tanker Spot Market Developments - $/day tce (a)


